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-*- Visual detection of life rafts in the sea presents a difficult task which might
be aided by use of appropriate sunglasses designed to reduce glare and atmos-
pheric attenuation while enhancing target-to-background contrast. To evaluate

*this possibility, target acquisition performance associated with fe l 1,leew-4-.nqt-S evoe,.
types of sunglass lenses was compared with that of the unaided cye4- Hazemaster,
Oakley Doc, Cosmetan and N-15~--)A circular 1:10000 scale-terraWrfnidel was used

* to simulate an air-sea rescue operation under conditions of relatively low
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daylight illumination. Observers searched for targets while making
simulated banking turns.-.Performance measures were response time and
number of targets found. eTt-s-iR6ed--týe-Dikle-y I5oc' e best
and the Cosmetan to be the worst of the lens alternatives. HoweverAo0
filter was found to be superior to the unaided eye. The data agree wTth
recent target acquisition studies in showing no advantage for yellow
sunglass lenses. The results are also consistent with the assumption
that supposed enhancement properties of colored lenses may well be
offset by losses in light transmission associated with their use.
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#.rFECTs or LENS COLOR ON TtROET VISIBILITY FOR AIR-SEA RESCUE

S. Mac6ead, R.L.. Hilgendorf, and R.OG. Seaule

Aerospatce Medical Research Laboratory, Wright P)attersoin Air Force Base. Ohio 45433

ABSTRACT

Visual detectioo of life rafts in the at-a presents a difficult tasks which might be aided by uses,
of apipropriate sunglasses dosigned tn reduce glare and atmsospheric attenuation whilu enhancing
target -to--backgound contrast. To evaluate tibs possibility, target acquiblilon performance as-
somitted with the followingr types of sunglass lease@ waas compared with that of the unaided eye;
lHareaaster, Oakley Doe, Coometan and N-15.

A circular 1 100)0 scale terrain model was used to simulate an air-sea rescue operation under
Conditions oif relatively low daylight illumination. Observers starched for targets while making
'almulatvd banking turns. Pe'rformanace measuresi were response time and number of targets
found. Hesults showed the Oakley Doc to be the best and the Cosmotari to be the wor-at of the- lens
Alternatives. However, no filter was found to be superior to the unaidee. eye. The data agree
with recent target acuisition studies in showing no advantage for yellow sungl ass lenses. The
results are also consistecit with the assumption that supposed enhancnment properties of colored
lenses may well be ofeset by losses in light trmansmission assocated with their use.

INTRODUCTION

The air tat'rch and rescue operation presents a va- Ross, 1950; Bierman, 1952. Wyoizecki, 1956; Allen, 1964;
riety of visual problems which can be effectively researched Richards, 1964; Septon, 1969; Kislin, et W.. 1 96e' Gregg,
by means of th iev -dimnensional terrain models and associ- 1969; Katz, et al. ,197u; Heckart, et al., 1971; Hilgendorf,
ated simulation technio 'ues. With this apiproach, both oper- 1972; Luria, 1972). Most of these studies have been moti-
ational realism and mexriniental control are available. The vated by one or more of the following arguments which
researcher rcir- reliably specify, control and mianipuliate offer hypothetical support to the enhancemenet of visloo
those factors which affect visual performance under conditions through yellow filters: (1) Longer wavelengths tend to to'
which are predictive of Piuccessful search and rescue sight- hetter focused on the retina than shorter ones. (2) Long,-'r
ings in the real world. The terrain model method has been wavelength@ are also subject to less scattering by acrnitols.
succeriafully applied to the air-rescue problem (Hilgendorf, as well as the ocular rnedia. (3) Wavelengths to which the
1972) using a small-scale (1:10001 circualar model with simu- photopic uoye to most sensitive are transmitted by the. yellow
lated life rafts and wreckage for targets. Solar illumination , filter. (4) Light transmitted through a yevllow filter Is
circling alrcrAft motion and target/terrain features were subjectively brighter than white light of equid inteneit .%I. (5) iin-
simulated. The main variable in Hilgendorf's study was the ducing the range of wavelengths transmitted to the eye to
type of sutiglass lens used by the observer as an aid to target theoretically beneficial to visual acuity. (6) The yellow filter
detection, The alternatives studied were a&yellow filter should afford increased color contrast and conspicuity in
(Kodak 012) and the standard Air Force sunglass (N-IS). siliaatlons where targets reflect long wavelengthb and their
Although a significantly larger number of targets was acquir- backgrounds reflect short wavelengths.
ed using the yellow rather than the standard lens, neither
type of stingless proved to be more effective than the unaided Despite the above arguments, little or no empirical daiti
eye. have been collected which shoe impressive advantages for thL,

visual use of yellow filters. Two studies ( Luria. 1972;
The present experiment is an eitension of the above Kioln, et.al., P1968) have suggested at least limited value

study with two Importanit changes to provide more complete through increased color contrast.
information on the utility of colored sunglasses: (1) the inclu-
sion of artificial haze to afford atmospheric attenuation, and Oakley Doc (pink)
(2) the Introduction of two additional swiglass lenses (Oaktley

*Doc and Crarnetar.). The pirpose of these danges was to This filter transmits 85-90 percent of all visible wave-
provide a more realistic flight environment and to perform a lengths beyond 690nmn. Below this value its transmittance

*more complete evaluation of the different types of colored Is rapidly reduced reaching a minimum of 10% at Sl0nmn
l enses either being used or considered for use by the Air and then building up to R smaller peak of about 40% at 39V
Force. The spectral transmittance of the four lenses used in aim. This typ of lens was formerly used in the flying

*this study are shown in Fig. I and should he referred to in goggles cc tle U. S. Navy anid has been giaining accepitance
considering their relevancy to target acquisition, among USAr pilots (Everson and Levene, 1973). Since

more of the shocrter wave lengths are out out by this pink
* Hazeanaster tycilow) filter than are blocked by the yellow falter, one might

This filter has the sharpest cut-off in. transmittance, attach even greater importance to those arguments (meat I
dropping abruptly fromn a high of 85% for all wavelengths and 2 above) which suggest advantages for long wave-

logrthan 52(Jnui to less than 5%l for all wavslengths shorter length transmission. Another possible advantage in the
longer resent study is contrast enhancement of the fire-orange

than 480nm-. many papers have dealt with the evaluation of I ierf A~ntissiuae ca akrud
this or similar yellow filters as visual aids (Ver-.tanclt, 1947;lierfaansItsmutdocnbckon.



ComesAn (brown) approximately 3l3 ft. candles. Tin level a illumination
represent,, relatively low sunlighlt brigbtes H/igher

This filter has a relatively fl.-r and low spectral trn- brightness would have been dsuirable (to more an. Hiqthey

mittaue, with a maximum transmission of about 20 percent teat the ssrwu rldUvebieen prorrti.. of the Uvai._.-'u but

in the 00-700unm region. It wan renprted (Watson and t
ulotd not be obtained because of pre.vailing eq4uipmelnt

Greenberg, 1962) to have been the most usaeful lens v-aluAtrcd coLonsut raint s.
as a visual aid In the Arctic, though ineffectual under
whileo• conditloms. Aerosol Generation sr.d Measuren.vnit. Ate'rIn acid

was selected 7.s an eff-etive experimental nicdel to repre-
N-1 ient water vnpor as a real-wurld aerosol. The following

criteria were considered in Its selection; (i) similarity
This tilter repreaenth the standaird Air ore tunl2 . to water In light scattering efficiency; (2) adequacy for

the short light path required for Lht scaled-down model,
percent over the visual speitrum except for a Deak value of (3) caprabilIty for uniform control and .specificatlun of thet

"bout 215 per'ent at 40(Into. shape, size, concentration and stability of the dispersed

One advantage of any aunglass (especially the Cosnietan paustiteo, (4) safety and aceptability for experimental
and N-I}) is the provision for glare reduction In proportion
to the amount of light absorbed. However, as has been A modified La Me.r Generator wvith a recording
stated (Richards, 1964i, "The sateie proportionate amount nephelomuter was used to provide controlled input of the
cfsestearic lend particles to the aerosol chamber. This de-
than the glare •dduction." "yhie argsent would letad onm e to vice provided photometric determination and readout fur
suppose that unaided Vision may he as Leffecve (or niore 50) both the scattering coefficient of the aerosol and asaocla-
for target acquisition than any of the above types of filtered ted visibility measures. Throughout the experiment
vision. Data supporting this view appear in a numiber of aerosol weneratlon was c~ontrolled so that the ntephelrý-
studies (Allen. 1961; Dobbins and Kirdick, 196i; Watson andGreenberg, 1962: Hi~lendorf, 1972; Hart, 1974). meter reading remained constant at a 5-mile visibility

setting. Homogeneous dispersion within the aerosol

METHOD chanmber was maintained by two circulating fans.

Subjects Observer Station . The observer was seated In a
cubicle with a fruant plexiglasm window facing the center of
the model (one foot fromt its outer edge). Thi' winldow was

The subjects were 50 male college students screened tinuous whte air-tg par nd rided wan

for normal visual acuity and color vision. Prior to the eotendod wn th e mod Trover'a

experiment, they were given standard recognition tLiting eytenlede andnid oview wftereixed Tyahead and chrn

with duplicates of the experimental targets on a small eye level and field of view were fixed by a head and chin
terrain table. rest so that he viewed the right half of the model at n

simulated 1500(•t altitude. The left eye w.'is covered so

that search would not benefit from stercoseoplc cues
which are not available at equivalent real-world viewing

The experinmental facility consisted f a large light- distances. The interior st the cubicle was draped with
tigheroom wxphranentral factiity c hichseated of f alare ldark curtains which kept out ambient light while reducing

tight room with a central partition which sealed off an

aerosol chamber (containing the terrain niodel) from the glare and reflections within the cul 'cle. Curtains cover-

area where the observer, experimenter and aerosol equip- Ing the window were opened for the duration of each trill.

nient were located. Experimental procedure. A total of fifty suhjectnh
were utilized. Forty of these were divided into four groups
of ten, each group performing with omiy one type of sun-

model was ten feet in diameter and could revolve at variable glass. The remaining ten subjects made up a fifth (con-
fixed speeds on ;! motorized turntable, Its conically shaped
surface was compised of hydrographic, desert and mountain- trol) group using only the unaided eye. Each subject was

run in a single trial during which he was instructed to
)us features. The targets to be acquired were six fire- search for, name and locate the types of targets that he
orange life rafts. Four of these were located in a large bay had v ering the tr pen oi tar wasand 2 in a small mountain lake. The scale f;rctor for both bad vicwed during the training period. This task was
tarets and 2 tenrrmountain take. 0 nTher scae fctor foreeetb• performed over a period of 115 seconds during which time
targets and terr-ain was 1:1000 and their epeetrai reflectance the model made two complete revolutions in a clocimise
was designed to be representative of real-world counter- dhrcton. The two th rotationseun a setodirection. The effect of this rotational sequence was to

* parts.
simulate a segment of a search-and-rescue mission

Illumination . The only source of illumination in the wherein an observer at a 1500D.oot altitude circles the

aerosol chamber was a 2,000 watt Colortran 176-047 (32000 same area twice At a flight radius of 6000 ft. Simulated
K) xenon quartz lamp in a Berkley-.Colortran Multi-Bean-( speed was 388 knots and simulated slant range to the

K) xnon uarz lap i a Brkie-Coortrn Mlti-eam moving target" varied front 2000 to 9t)00 ft.
* housing. The housing was mounted to an overhead shaft

which revolved with the model. The luminous intensity of Two performance measures were taken for each
this simulated sun (ms measured by a Speotra Brightneso trial: (I) response time, I.e., the time elapsing from the
Spot Meter) was about 5,000 candlepower and the level of start of the trial to the correct sighting of a particular
Illumination at Ito point of incidence with the terrain was target (a response time of 115 seconds was assigned to dll
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tArgetir th~at weroe ith,r w i linei or -irunbvoustly idenltified) Another hypothesis, which the vxperinient way diu igne.ll
.And J11) number tit tArj~vtm found, i. v.,correctly located and to test. was that the Oakley floe filter would provide the

nt entlaeLbest spectral w~iiduw for in reAsing the contrast (And henri.
the visibility) of fire-orangei life' rafts oni a gray ocan

RUSUL'rs backgrounid. Ait?.'ngh thisi fibeur wa soni(whatt moire ef-
rctive than the others temteil, it was, neverthe-lemb, never

Ar,.u t- gr umm.tri,.ei ii, TAble I which show,. ,,er'.ortui an t unaided vyt and) thertlore cannot Im r-V Ii_
mvan ;irrforniant-" mcores per trial for each viewing confdi - mended asi a visual aid under the conditions of this otudy.
tion. Columnris lit the table 'ihow means for the number )I
lairgets found Laud the it-sponiie time Pei, target. perhaps theu rivarnts finding from the evaluation was

the i-el wtv, ineffeevti% incais of thu Conimetiti leng. It wait
rh,. ti.: if r'ubla. were ievalulited by armlys ii '4 va- signif uciut I ptioier than either flit. Oukley Dot. or thu uni-

lioiii(. F'.1 ih. ivu.iii ,0 t.LA twri-faa,-tr ,inixeti de- aidedl vyv with regaurd to the numober oif life rafts bightul
!in(%kt li iiuiir t. .urvs ),, targe's) was uti(4i: whermi~s

I1 witi-vaiy -iii;' l-i ,,lfit -,i 1jr !the nusiaber of targets finiiui.3' In ut-imary. theset data support the cnnciteon Qui ht
none -It the lenses tested are more effiiutive lot- target

Thi, ANUVA riticatora4 that the visibility of the fire- acquimitionu than thi unaided eye. This leAds to tbr recoflin
Oriank' lift' 1 411, uis afficeted by the type (or absence) of sunl- me-ndation that they should niot be umed us Ylitual :&inir tii;-]

VsIl8U*"Q uu~ed ii., thi , I)i rvrThi. is uimst Ul~earn mhbiii der the roi;J;U~ohusi5mulated in this exit-rimeni It wotflii
1h) thii ruxpinsa. hiret iueAuura-. where the main effect of view- aippi.-r In theme casea that Ilght redluction through trarii4
in -,nihtiPn h--uoes highly significant (P4C. 00Ii) rnd isi mrietiln loss (inherent in all filters) has offset any -.1i*
iii r-,iiily suxgv.it,.i )llfiO6i by the. number of targ--tuu found. hancterrnnt characetristics seiipospdly dlesigned Int'o thi-
i'hk Itauti~r of , r.4r-ts tit als' hillfly tignificant (P41.0i01i) for tultornative filters.
r~ehloise tmw, measures. This is largely due to the high con -
apticuiY tif a .tini~an -ruff ini thebay rea.' RF I:K F HNC I: S

Having leii-onntrlatd that life ruft visibility varies 16ig11- Allen M.Y A study of visual perforwrnace using t~phthaiI-
licajtly with % vwing mrinditiona, specific comparisons were' mit' tiltu-rs. ASD-TH-6l-576, Oct. tivJiu
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differenceis -4how that both the N-Itt And the yellow lens also o 'le sad opronldtcini elaa
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Figjure I. Spectral transmnitt~anc~e curves for the munglamat

AIS Oakley Doc; B. Hazeniaster; C, Conmnetan; D,I

.L. !-Wi lerl-rnance ;-, reu per ''r..d i\,,r theI

L t :, r n 'I Fý'.ii, :Per Tairget (7ecs)

J led ';;e .. 94.3

Yellow Len5 1 98.6

i,-15 Lorw ~ 1. 00.2

i~csr~et in Lena . 105.0
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